Video Quiz

Video Title: Hazards in Motion with Wayne Brenner Memorial Tag
Length: 34:00
Vendor: NIOSH
Synopsis:

1. Chocks are required on mobile equipment. True__, False__
2. LHD stands for __________ ________ ________.
3. Drive an LHD down a ramp with the bucket behind you. True__, False__
4. Task training is required before operating any mobile equipment. True__, False__
5. Flashing your cap lamp from side to side means go. True__, False__
6. Flashing your cap lamp up and down means back up. True__, False__
7. Flashing your cap lamp in a circle means come on ahead. True__, False__
8. Always ______ ________ when you enter a working heading.
9. A vehicle for hauling personnel is call a ________.
10. Pre-operational safety checks are required on all mobile equipment. True__, False__
11. Restricted areas are areas where you can’t fit alongside a train. True__, False__
12. Air doors are dangerous because they are remotely operated and can pinch you. True__, False__
13. Don’t use the locomotive of a train for hauling tools. True__, False__
14. A Jackleg drill has: a)1, b)2, c)3, d)4, e)5 pinch points.

1)T, 2)load haul dump, 3)F, 4)T, 5)F, 6)T, 7)T, 8)check in, 9)man trip, 10)T, 11)T, 12)T, 13)T